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Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6

Where does our 

stuff come 

from?

Is the pattern of 

world trade 

fair? 

When did 

globalisation 

begin? 

How did China get 

rich so quick? 

Mastery Quiz Winners and 

losers of 

China’s 

economy

Context: We are learning about World 
Trade. This will help us understand the 
positive and negative impact of 
globalisation.



LESSON 1 – Where does our stuff come from?

Instructions:

1. Complete the DNA on slide 4. Self-assess your DNA using the answers on slide 
5.

2. On slide 6 guess where each product is from, check you answers on slide 7. 
Then find where each of these countries are, use the world map in your 
planner 

3. On slide 9 check your understand of world trade, then mark your answers using 
slide 10. 
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New Learning Where does our stuff come from?

Trade

is

the

buying

and

selling

of

goods

and

services

within

and

between

countries.

Re-order the words to form a definition of trade. Write this down

Lesson title



New Learning What is trade?

Trade is the buying

and

selling

of goods

and

services within and between

countries.
These are tangible 
objects e.g. car, t-shirt, 
food.

These are actions done 
to help others e.g. a 
haircut, car-repair, 
research, design

Today, we have more trade than ever before that is between 
countries. We call this international trade. The picture 
is of a port. Each container has hundreds of items ready to be 
shipped around the world.  



Develop Learning Where does our stuff come from?

Cocoa

Hyundai Car

Oranges

T-Shirt

Iron ore 
(metal)

Medicine

Fortnite computer 
game

Write down which country you think each of these 
products comes from 

Spotify 
music app



Develop Learning

Grown 
in 

Ghana

Answers

Programmed in 
Sweden

Researched in 
Cambridge Sci 

Park, UK

Mined in Brazil

Grown in 
Mexico

Designed in 
North 

Carolina, USA

Assembled in 
South Korea

Sewn in 
Vietnam 

1. Using the world map in your 
pupil planner, locate each of 
the countries on your matching 
task. 



Plenary Tick all the correct answers

c) Trade is the buying and selling of goods and services

b) All trade is between countries

e) Some goods are grown, others are manufactured.

d) Trade can be between or within countries. 

a) Trade means swapping your lunch for your friend’s

f) Less and less trade is international.



Plenary

C, D, E, and F are correct

c) Trade is the buying and selling of goods and services

b) All trade is between countries

e) Some goods are grown, others are manufactured.

d) Trade can be between or within countries. 

a) Trade means swapping your lunch for your friend’s

f) Less and less trade is international.



LESSON 2 – Is the pattern of world trade fair? 

Instructions:

1. Summarise the key word definitions on slide 12

2. Label each of the boxes to show if they are primary/secondary/tertiary industries on slide 13. 
Check your answers using slide 14.

3. Label the characteristics of the industries on slide 15. Check your answers using slide 16.

4. Apply this learning to different statements on slide 17, look back at slide 16 if you need help. 
5. Answer the questions to analyse the economies of different countries on slide 17 
6. Complete the pie charts on slide 19 to see how industries are distributed 

7. Write 4 sentences to explain whether or not you think the pattern of world trade is fair
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New Learning Employment sectors

A material found or grown in 

nature that can be sold. 

Natural resources can be manufactured 

into an items called ‘goods’. 

A tertiary service is when you 

complete a job for another that 

is useful. This person is paid for 

completing a service.  

Primary/raw materials Secondary/manufacturing

Tertiary/services



New Learning Which employment sector?

1 2 3

For each job, decide whether it is primary/secondary/tertiary. Write 
down the letters P, S or T by each number in your book. 

4 5

6 7

8 9 10

11

12

13 14 16
18

15

17



New Learning Answers

1P 2S 3T
4T 5T

6T 7T

8S 9P 10S

11T

12T

13T 14T 16T
18T

15T

17T



Talk Task Characteristics of sectors

Primary/raw materials Secondary/manufacturing Tertiary/services

which statement is P, S or T? 

• Good qualifications are 
needed.

• Unreliable weather can 
affect this job.

• Long and sometimes 
dangerous working 
conditions. 

• Manufacturing goods adds 
value to them – so the goods 
are sold for more.

• Workers have the chance to 
progress in their career

• Raw materials are not worth 
much in world trade. 

Stretch – What might 
be unfair about this?



Talk Task Answers

Primary/raw materials Secondary/manufacturing Tertiary/services

• Good qualifications are needed.

• Unreliable weather can affect this 
job.

• Long and sometimes dangerous 
working conditions. 

• Manufacturing goods adds 
value to them – so the goods 
are sold for more.

• Workers have the chance to 
progress in their career

• Raw materials are not worth 
much in world trade. 



Develop Learning Next to each statement write P, S or T. 

1. To work in this sector you need good qualifications, so workers are paid more.
2. The income from this sector can be unreliable, especially if the weather is bad – sometimes crop fail and workers earn 

no money.
3. As this sector sells materials that have been taken from the earth and not processed, the world trade system does not 

pay much for them (many people – especially those who are miners or farmers see this as unfair). 
4. This sector produces and exports products like clothes. Making and processing goods adds value to them – so the goods 

are sold for more on the world trade system (e.g. a T shirt is worth more than a raw cotton). Workers are paid a medium 
level wage. 

5. Working conditions are outside, can be very long, hot and sometimes dangerous. However, wages are still low. 
6. Working conditions are normally fair and good. Workers may work long hours, however typically in safe and pleasant 

conditions in an office with heating, air conditions and good access to water and food.  Workers often have chance to 
progress further in their job and earn more in their career. 

7. Working conditions are a mixture. If a rich TNC owns the factory then it is good and safe and workers are given lunch 
breaks. However sometimes workers are poorly treated, work long hours and the building and machinery may cause 
accidents. 

8. Emerging nations e.g. China have become world leaders in this sector.
9. This sector is the largest employment sector in Africa e.g. Ghana. 
10. Most people in developed countries (e.g. Europe and USA) work in this sector.
11. Workers in this sector take part in the world trade system. 



Develop Learning Variation of employment sectors

The employment structure of a country can tell you quite a lot about its economy. 

In high income 

countries, more 

people are working 

in the tertiary sector. 

1. What is the % of people working in the primary sector in the USA?

2. What is the % of people working in the secondary sector in Brazil?

In low income countries, 

there tend to be more 

people working in the 

primary sector

In middle income 

countries, there is a 

more equal split.



Develop Learning

Complete the pie charts to see how industries are distributed around the worldTask B: Drawing pie charts to show variation 
 

Developing Nation e.g. Ghana Emerging Nation e.g. China Developed Nation e.g. UK 

The expected jobs types in a  
developing country: 

The expected jobs types in a  
emerging country 

The expected jobs types in a  
developed country: 

Primary jobs – 75% 
Secondary jobs – 5% 
Tertiary jobs – 20% 

Primary jobs – 50% 
Secondary jobs – 25% 
Tertiary jobs – 25% 

Primary jobs – 3% 
Secondary jobs – 17% 
Tertiary jobs – 80% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



Independent Task

Complete tasks A, B and C using your worksheet. 

Is the pattern of world trade fair?

North America

South America
Africa

Europe

Asia

Oceania



LESSON 3 – When did globalisation begin? 

Instructions

1. Complete the DNA on slide 23 to think about global connections

2. Using the information on slide 24 summarise what globalisation is in your own 
words

3. Explain what the term ‘shrinking world is on slide 25

4. Answer the questions on slide 27 using the information on slides 28-30

5. Use this information on slide 31 to write a paragraph
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Do Now

When did globalisation begin? Thursday, 17 September 2020

It might mean sitting in your living room in Estonia while 
communicating with a friend in Zimbabwe. It might mean taking a 
Bollywood dance class in London. Or it might be symbolized in eating 
Ecuadorian bananas in the European Union 

World Bank

1. In silence, read the quote above.

2. On your own, give your own example of 
a connection with another country 

around the world. 
Challenge: 
Suggest some 
of the 
challenges 
advancement 
in technology 
has brought.



New Learning What is globalisation?

Globalisation is the process by which the world is becoming 

increasingly interconnected as a result of massively increased trade 

and cultural exchange, through improved technology.

Globalisation has increased the production of goods and services. 
The biggest companies are no longer national firms but transnational 

corporations (TNCs) with subsidiaries in many countries.

Globalisation has been taking place for hundreds of years, but has 

sped up enormously since the 1950s to1970s.



Talk Task A shrinking world?

While the physical distances between 

places remain the same, changing 

communications and technological 

advances have reduced the time it 

takes to trade or pass information 
globally from months or weeks to 

seconds. This is what the term 

‘shrinking world’ refers to.

Explain what you think the term 
‘shrinking world’ means using the 
diagram below.



Develop Learning Drivers of globalisation

Containerisation, telecommunications, TNCs and transportation have been 

the key drivers of globalisation. All of these things have made it easier for 

nations to trade larger amounts and at a faster rate.



Develop Learning

How is world trade changing?

Containerisation

1. What is a container; include a description of what it looks like.

2. When was it invented and why was it invented?

3. How did it help the world trade system?

4. Explain the changes to how fossil fuels are transported (oil and gas)?

Telecommunications

1. What are telecommunications? (How is it different from just ‘communication’?)

2. Why is telecommunications important for world trade?

3. Name two historical inventions in telecommunications (more than 70 years ago)

4. Name two more recent inventions. 

TNCS

1. What are TNCs?

2. True/false in a capitalist system businesses are owned by the government.

3. Why has there been a rise in private TNCs since the Second World War?

4. Explain the link between new types of transport, telecommunication and the rise of TNCs. 



Develop Learning

Trans-National Companies (TNCs)

TNCs are large companies that operate in more than one country, for example Nike which has its headquarters in USA but many of its 

factories are in Vietnam and China. Tesco, Apple, Microsoft, Sky are also other examples. The world’s 5 largest TNCS are – General Electric 

(USA), Shell (UK/Netherlands), BP (UK), Exxon Mobil (USA), Toyota (Japan). 

TNCs can create lots of jobs and are wealthy enough to build large offices and factories. TNCs main aim is to successful run a business, pay 

its workers and to make a profit and to keep expanding. Some countries still have large organisations owned/part owned by the 

government. For example the Russian government are majority shareholders of one of the world’s largest gas trading companies –

Gazprom. 

Change 1 – Government privatisation - after world war 2 there were not as many TNCs. One of the reasons is that many governments used 

to run large organisations important to society that traded across the world. For example BP (British Petroleum), one of the biggest oil & gas 

TNCs in world, used to be part owned by the British government until the 1980s. The government decided that these organisations would 

be better and more efficiently run if private companies ran them and they had a goal of getting lots of profit. Some people s trongly disagree 

with this as they believe that profit will be put ahead of people, health, quality, safety or the environment. However the conservative 

government (led by Margret Thatcher) turned many of Britain’s large organisations into TNCs in the 1980s. Example ‘British Rail’, ‘British 

Leyland’ (Rover), ‘British Steel’, ‘British Airways’ are now all TNCS. 

Change 2 - Telecommunications and transport – improvements here in aeroplanes, shipping (containerisation), satellites, telephones, the 

Internet all mean that it is possible to have factories in one country and their heard quarter offices in another. This allows TNCs to move 

around the world until they find the cheapest wages, so they have an increased profit. Also in developing countries health and safety laws 

about the environment and workers are not as strict – this also reduces the cost of running a business. 



Develop Learning

Containerisation and other transport improvements

Change 1 – Containerisation –
The world trades most of its goods between countries in large steel ‘containers’. They are made to a standard size so 
they can easily be transported between ships, lorries and trains. This simple invention rapidly increased world trade 
1950s+ and is called containerisation. 

It was invented by an American truck driver (Malcom Mclean) who was fed up of slow movement of goods being 
loaded from the factory onto his truck and then onto the ship – it was slowing him down and reduced the amount of 
money his company could make. He sold his new container invention to industry and it has been used ever since. 

This speeded up world trade, reduced breakages and steeling and was a major reason world trade grew rapidly in the 
1950s+ and that the world has become globalised. 

Change 2 – Oil tankers and gas pipelines
The world trade of natural resources to generate electricity has been possible due to the invention of ways to easily 
transport oil (large ship tankers), gas (turning into liquid and putting on ships) and also through large pipelines. 

Change 3 – Airplanes and airport hubs
Air travel for individuals increased rapidly in the last part of the 20th century. Following this, large international airport 
hubs developed e.g. London’s Heathrow. This allows people/workers/business people to travel around the world with 
ease and quickly therefore allowing different parts of a business (e.g. headquarters and factories) to be located in 
different parts of the world.



Develop Learning
Telecommunications

Telecommunications is any communication or exchange of information electronically with another person over a 
distance and includes TV, radio, phones, world wide web, email and social media. The transfer of people and 
information around the world is vital for world trade to happen and factories and headquarters to be located in 
different countries and for companies to be able to contact consumers. 

Key inventions and changes in telecommunications: 
Telegraph - 1792, France - sending information by pulses/codes that is decoded and a written message passed to the 
sender. 
Radio broadcasts – 1880s, Germany – Heinrich Hertz.
Telephone – 1890s, Scotland - Alexander Bell.
Television – 1920s, Scotland – John Baird.
Communication Satellites – the world’s first satellite was put into orbit in 1957 in Russia. A communication satellite 
orbits the earth and relays and resends radio signals that allow the operation of TV, radio and mobile phones. There are 
over 2000 communication satellites orbiting the earth. 
Email – 1966, USA – used to send messages in MIT University in America, although email was not used globally until 
1990s/2000s. 
World Wide Web – 1989 – invented by British computer scientist Tim Berners Lee in Cern. Having a computer with the 
internet started for most people in Europe/America in the late 1990s/2000s. 
Smart phones – 1992 – A mobile phone that connects to the internet, although not widely used until 2000s when 
Apple launched the iPhone in 2007 and Android HTC phone was launched in 2008. 
Ebay – an American company that allows customer to customer trade and was founded in 1995. It has allowed 
individuals to more easily set up their own small businesses and trade globally. 
Social Media Websites - Face book – 2003 , Twitter – 2006 and Instagram in 2010. This is important in world trade as 
companies use the sites to advertise their products and reach a wider range of customers. 
Etsy – an American company that also allows customers to trade with each other founded in 2005 in New York. Online 
shops on the website sell craft items – jewellery, clothes, antiques and has allowed individuals to make and sell their 
goods to the world.  



Independent Task

Task:

1. Write a paragraph summarising how 
globalisation has changed world trade.

Stretch: Explain the positive and negative 
impacts of globalisation on global economic 
growth.



LESSON 4 – How did China get rich so quick? 

Instructions

1. Complete the DNA on slide 34 and check your answer on slide 35

2. Find links between the images on slide 36 and use side 37 to add to your 
answers 

3. Read the information on slide 39, write down the correct order of the cards-
they must follow a logical sequence. Check your answers on slide 40

4. Summarise your work using the questions on slide 41
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Do Now

Describe the geographical 
location of China using the 
maps below (or the map in 
your planner).

Challenge: 

Write down as many facts 
about China as you can 
think of.

Do Now: How did China get rich so quick?



Do Now

How did China get rich so quick?

Describe the geographical 
location of China using the 
maps below (or the map in 
your planner).

Challenge: 

Write down as many facts 
about China as you can 
think of.

China is located in the northern 
hemisphere. It is situated in the south 
east of Asia and is on the coast of the 
Pacific ocean. Its neighbouring 
countries are Mongolia to the north, 
India to the south west and South 
Korea and Taiwan to the east. 



Talk Task How are these images linked?



New Learning How are these images linked?

Multiplier effect: The positive ‘knock on’ effects of economic activity.



Develop Learning Introducing China

A communist  South East 

Asian country- a 
communists believes 

that everyone is equal 
and all resources are 
shared equally. It is the 

largest country in Asia..

China has the largest 

population in the world-
currently there are 1.4 

billion people living in 
China.

China is a NEE is and has 

become one of biggest 
economies of the 21st

century- however, 
poverty still exists within 
the country preventing 

them from becoming a 
world power.

Xi Jinping is the president 

of China. He is a strong 
believer of a communist 

society. 



Independent Task



Independent Task



Plenary Summary

1. Why was China poor to begin with?

2. How did the government encourage 

economic growth in China?

3. How did the multiplier effect take place 

in China?



LESSON 5 –Mastery Quiz

Instructions

1. Complete the mastery quiz on slide 43-45 

2. Mark your quiz using slide 46-49
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Independent Task Answers



Independent Task Answers



Independent Task Answers



Independent Task Answers



LESSON 6 – Who are the winners and losers of 
China’s growth?

Instructions

1. Complete the DNA on slide 52 and check your answer on slide 53

2. Use the information on the slides and answer the questions to analyse China on 
slides 54 and 55

3. Read the environmental impact of expansion on slides 56-58. Summarise the 
information into 5 sentences 

4. On slide 59 find the questions you must answer using the information on slides 
60 and 61

5. Write 4 sentences to explain wo has benefitted the most from economic 
growth on slide 62
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Do Now

Who are the winners and losers of China’s growth?

Answer the questions in your 
books in full sentences. 

Challenge: 

Explain why China is yet not 
an HIC country despite the 
amount of money it makes.

1. Why was China poor under Mao’s rule?

2. What did Deng do when he came into presidency?
3. What were the SEZs?

4. Why did American and European TNCs invest 
heavily in China.

5. Explain how the multiplier effect occurred in China.



Do Now

1. Under Mao’s rule most people lived in rural areas and survived 
on subsistence farming and China was isolated.

2. When Deng became President he established the open door 
policy allowing China to connect to the rest of the world.

3. Special Economic Zones (SEZs) along the East Coast. The 
infrastructure was developed (roads, electricity etc) and 
companies in these areas paid lower taxes.

4. TNCs established factories along the East Coast as they 
benefitted from cheap labour and low taxes.

5. The multiplier effect meant that people that moved to urban 
areas to work in factories earned more money. They could buy 
more goods and services with this money. Also the government 
could tax wages to help pay for health and education.



New Learning

Disparities in wealth

Where do you see the 

highest concentration 
of wealth?

What does this tell us 

about the distribution 
of wealth in China?



Talk Task Who has really benefitted?

In pairs, discuss which of these people benefitted 

or lost from the rapid economic growth in China

Rural 

migrant 

workers

Zang Jiamin –

rural worker

Chai Jing's, Chinese 

environmental journalist. 

Liu Hong Liang –

a migrant worker 

in a factory

Lily Lian-

Chinese 

business 

woman 

Jiang Geng Gui – a 

subsistence farmer, 

central China.



Develop Learning Human impacts



Develop Learning



Develop Learning



Independent Task Winners and losers

Task:

1. 1. Read the different viewpoint from people in China 
who have been affected by China’s rapid economic 

growth.
2. For each of the viewpoints answer the following 

questions.

Questions:

1. Who are they?
2. Where do they live?

3. What job do they do?
4. Are they happy/ unhappy? 

Why? (how have they 

benefitted or lost?)



Independent Task



Independent Task



Plenary

Who has benefitted the most from 
China’s economic growth?


